
NORMAL FAMILIES OF SUBHARMONIC FUNCTIONS1

MAYNARD G. ARSOVE

1. Introduction. The theory of normal families, long recognized

as an invaluable tool in dealing with analytic and meromorphic func-

tions, has been applied by Montel [ll] and others to the study of

harmonic functions. In each case the methods owe a large portion of

their success to the existence of simple conditions ensuring normality,

for example, the condition that the functions be locally uniformly

bounded. However, the usual conditions on families of harmonic and

analytic functions are inadequate to yield normality for families of

subharmonic functions. Roughly speaking, subharmonic functions lack

the cohesiveness of harmonic and analytic functions.

Since harmonic functions can be regarded as subharmonic func-

tions with identically vanishing mass distributions, one is led to con-

jecture that some less stringent restriction on the mass distributions

will give rise to sufficient cohesiveness. Our principal result is the

verification of this conjecture. We show, in fact, that a certain locally

uniform condition on the growth of the mass distributions, together

with local uniform boundedness of the functions, will result in normal-

ity of a family of subharmonic (and, more generally, 5-subharmonic2)

functions.

A special case is the following: if the S-subharmonic functions are

locally uniformly bounded and have mass distributions given by

locally uniformly bounded density functions, then the family is nor-

mal. Applications are made to certain Lv spaces of continuous 5-sub-

harmonic functions, in particular to the construction of a reproducing

kernel [l] for the case of p = 2. Further applications, to functions of

the extended class [7] in the theory of several complex variables, will

appear in a later paper.

2. The mass restriction. Sufficient conditions for normality and

compactness. It should first be explained that we use normality in

the finite sense. A family J of functions on a region Q is normal if
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1 The research reported upon here was supported (in part) by the National Science

Foundation.

1 For brevity, functions «presentable as differences of subharmonic functions will

be referred to as S-subharmonic; an introduction to the theory of such functions can be

found in [3].
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every sequence of functions in J contains a subsequence converging

uniformly on compact subsets of Í2. The family is then compact if the

limit functions all belong to J. For a development of the fundamentals

of the theory of normal and compact families, the results of which we

use without explicit reference, the reader is referred to [16].

In the sequel we deal only with 5-subharmonic functions on a plane

region £2, but the transition to «-dimensional Euclidean space and to

more general spaces (such as Riemann surfaces) presents no special

difficulties.

For w any function 5-subharmonic on fl we shall denote by ^(r)

the total variation of the mass distribution for w on the neighborhood

Nriz) of radius r about z. Also, we use Qr to signify the set of all points

z for which the closure of Nriz) lies in ß, it being always assumed that

r is taken small enough to ensure that ßr is non-empty. With these

conventions, $„(/) and ^„(r) are defined in the extended sense as

$M(r) = sup $w(r)

and

*tt(r) =  sup    I    *'„(/)¿ log t.
*G"r Ja

Then, if J is any family of functions 5-subharmonic on ß, 3>y(r) and

tyjir) are defined as the least upper bounds of #»(/) and ^(r), re-

spectively, as w varies over J.

It turns out that families J of 5-subharmonic functions satisfying

the uniform mass restriction limr<0 ^jir)=0 behave in many ways

like families of harmonic functions.

Theorem 1. Let J be a family of functions d-subharmonic on ß such

that J is bounded and limr,0 ^j(r) =0. Then

(1) J is a normal family,

(2) all functions in J can be expressed as differences of continuous

subharmonic functions, and

(3) the mass distributions for functions in J have total variations uni-

formly bounded on compact subsets of ß.

To prove this, we start with the expression

(2.1) w(z) = prw(z) + I       log-j--rdmiS),
J NrU) I Z   _   S  I

where w is any function 5-subharmonic on fi, m is the mass distribu-
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tion for w, Nr(z) is any neighborhood having closure in fl, and urw(z)

is the mean of w over the circumference of Nr(z). Note that (2.1) is

just the evaluation at z of the Riesz representation for w on NT(z) as

a Green's potential plus a harmonic function.

Denoting by arw(z) the mean of w over Nr(z), we find from (2.1)

that

*-rl
(2.2)     w(z) = arw(z) -\--\p\        log —    — dm(Ç)dp.

r2Jo    J NPM

It is evident, moreover, that the second term of the right-hand mem-

ber is in absolute value no larger than

f      log-,-r—v\dm(t)\   =   f   log— ¿<lC(J).
JNrU) | Z  —  f | Jo ¿

We now suppose w to belong to J and use the finiteness of ^(r) to

infer that w has no concentrated mass at z. There follows

lim <ïC(0 log < = 0,

so that an integration by parts yields

f   log—¿*'(0 =  f  $w(t)dlogt^*j(r).
Jo t •/ o

Hence,

(2.3) \- f  pf       log       P        dm(^)dp   =*j(r).
\ r'J o     J NPM I z — f |

It is an immediate consequence of (2.2) and (2.3) that every w in

J is continuous on ß; in fact, arw is continuous and we have

(2.4) | w(zi) — w(z2) |   —  | aTw(zi) — arw(z2) |  + 2^j(r)

for zi and z2 on 0r. The continuity of w in turn forces arw to be con-

tinuously differentiable and furnishes the identities [14, p. 11 ]

darw      1    r2"
= — I     w(z + reie) cos Odd,

irrJodx       wr u o

da,w f2¥

dy

1   r
= — I     w(z + re%e) sin

irrJn

Thus, if M is an upper bound for all | w\, we see from the mean-value

theorem that
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(2.5) | arw(2i) - arw(z2) |   ^- | Zi - z21
r

holds for all w in J and all zx, z2 on any neighborhood co contained in

ßr.

Combining (2.4) and (2.5) results in

| wizi) - wizi) I   S-   |zi - z21  + 2Vjir),

which implies equicontinuity of J on oo. By Ascoli's theorem it follows

that J is normal on ß.

Assertion (2) is established by applying (2.4) to the subharmonic

functions occurring in any canonical representation [3, p. 331] of w.

Finally, to show that the total variations of the mass distributions are

uniformly bounded on compact subsets of ß, we observe that

2¥y(2r) ̂    f '2 log — ¿$^(0 ̂    ÇT2\og—d^lit) ̂ <(r)
J o t «/ o t

and cover any given compact subset by a finite number of neighbor-

hoods Nriz). This completes the proof.

We turn next to the examination of the limit of a convergent se-

quence of functions in J. In the subharmonic case uniformity of the

convergence on compact subsets makes the limit function subhar-

monic, and this of course holds for J any normal family of such func-

tions. Assuming J to satisfy the requirements of Theorem 1, we ob-

tain a corresponding result in the general case.

Theorem 2. Let J be as in Theorem I, and let {wn} be a sequence of

functions in J converging to a function w on ß. Then

(1) w can be expressed as the difference of two continuous subhar-

monic functions,

(2) the mass distributions for {w„} converge vaguely1 to that for w,

and

(3) $„(r)gí>7(r) andVwir)è*jir).

Proof. Since {wn} converges to w uniformly on compact subsets

of ß and the total variations of the mass distributions are uniformly

bounded on these subsets, Theorem 23 of [3 ] implies that w is almost

5-subharmonic and that the mass distributions for {w„} converge

8 That is, if m„ and m are the corresponding mass distributions, then limn<„ ffdmn

=ffdm for all continuous functions / supported by compact subsets of S2. This is

equivalent to weak convergence of {m„\ to m on all bounded subregions with closures

in a (see [3, p. 345]).
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vaguely to that for w. As observed in Lemma 1 of [4], the total varia-

tion functionals then exhibit the lower semi-continuity property

$"w(r) - lim inf 3>w„(r) = $j(r).

Hence, by Fatou's lemma

*»M =   f  <K(t)dlogt = lim inf   f <e°Wn(t)d log I = *j(r).
J 0 n—►«      J Q

This allows us to prove (1) by much the same method as used in

proving (2) of Theorem 1, and our theorem is established.

Theorem 2 leads at once to sufficient conditions for a family of

S-subharmonic functions to be compact.

Corollary 2.1. Let there be given a constant M = 0 and a function

n — 0 such that limrH,0 77(f) =0. Then the family J of all 5-subharmonic

functions w on £2 satisfying

(1) I w\ = M       and       (2)       *„ = tj

is compact.

Corollary 2.2. Let there be given a constant M=0 and a function

£ = 0 such that

lim   f Ç(t)d log t = 0.
r->0   J 0

Then the family J of all h-subharmonic functions w on Í2 satisfying

(1) I w\ = M       and       (2)        $„ g £

is compact.

One of the simplest choices for the function £ is

(2.6) t(r)=Ar<,

where A and k are positive constants. This is also one of the most im-

portant choices, since the case of k = 2 results in absolute continuity

of the mass distributions.4

Theorem 3. Let M and M' be non-negative constants, and let J be a

family of h-subharmonic functions w on 0 having mass distributions

given by density functions pw. If the functions w satisfy

* The same holds for <c>2, but (as can be seen from the proof of Theorem 3) the

mass distributions then vanish identically.
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(1)     | w |   ^ M   and    (2)     \ pw\   UM' almost everywhere,

then J is normal. If ¡further, J contains all functions satisfying (1) and

(2), then J is compact.

Proof. From (2) we have ^ir) ^ivM'r2, and the normality is obvi-

ous. Moreover, by (3) of Theorem 2 this inequality persists when w

is taken as the limit of any sequence of functions in J. It follows

easily that the limit functions are absolutely continuous and that

their density functions satisfy (2). Hence, the family of all functions

satisfying (1) and (2) is compact.

An alternative approach to the compactness assertion involves the

use of the Blaschke difference operator AB [3, p. 335] for a limit func-

tion w. From (2.1) and Theorem 2 we have

i   b        ,        4 .4
| Ar w(z) |  = — | prwiz) — wiz) |   ^ — ^w(r) á 2vM'.

r2 r2

The results of §3 of [5] show that this forces the mass distribution

for w to be absolutely continuous and that

1   .
pJ   = — \ABw\   ¿ M'

2w

holds almost everywhere.

By taking k = 1 in (2.6) and applying the argument employed in

the proof of Theorem 3, one arrives at an analogous theorem for linear

mass distributions.

Theorem 4. Let M and M' be non-negative constants, let ß be a re-

gion intersecting the real axis X, and let J be a family of S-subharmonic

functions on ß having mass distributions on X given by linear density

functions Xw. If the functions w satisfy

(1)     | w |   ^ M   and   (2)     | X„ |   g M' almost everywhere on X,

then J is normal. If, further, J contains all functions satisfying (1) and

(2), then J is compact.

Conditions for normality and compactness involving the Lp norm

will be given in §3. Moreover, it is well to bear in mind, in connection

with all of these conditions, that normality is a local property; if the

conditions for normality are satisfied on any collection of regions cov-

ering ß, then the given family is normal on ß. Corresponding remarks

apply to the various compactness conditions. For example, in Corol-

lary 2.1 the constant M and the function v can be specified independ-

ently for each region in the covering collection.
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3. i> spaces of 5-subharmonic functions. It is well known [lO,

p. 268] that for harmonic functions convergence in the norm of Lp

(p^l) implies uniform convergence on compact subsets. The same

situation occurs in the 5-subharmonic case provided ^j(r) has limit

zero.

Theorem 5. Let J be a family of h-subharmonic functions on Q such

that limr.o ^J(r) —0. If {wn} is a sequence of functions in J converging

in the Lp sense (p = l) on ti, then {wn} converges uniformly on compact

subsets of ß.

In this proof, and for the rest of the paper, we shall use || \\p to

denote the Lp norm over ti. Invoking (2.2), (2.3), and the Holder

inequality, we obtain

(3.1) I Wj(z) - wk(z) I   á (xr2)-lip\\wj - wk\\P + 2*j(r)

for z on fir, and the theorem follows.

The similar inequality

(3.2) I w(z) I   ^ (Trr2)-1'"!! w \\p + Vj(r)

leads to

Theorem 6. Let J be a family of h-subharmonic functions on fl such

that limr,o ^jb) =0. If J is a bounded subset of Lp (p = 1), then J is

normal.

In fact, since J is bounded on compact subsets of fi, all the conclu-

sions of Theorem 1 apply.

One way of effecting limr^0 ^J(f) =0 is by assuming the mass dis-

tributions to be absolutely continuous and requiring the density func-

tions to form a bounded subset of Lp for some p > 1.

Theorem 7. Let J be a family of h-subharmonic functions w on ß

having mass distributions given by density functions pw in Lp (p>l).

Then

(1) there is a positive constant r(p), depending only on p, such that

for 0<r<r(p)

*„(r) = IWI^r)1-!/"

holds for all winj; and

(2) [pw: wEj} bounded in Lp implies limr^0 ^j(r) =0.

Proof. Holder's inequality with q = p/(p — l) yields

f        log -,—'—-r- p„(r) da(X) ^ \\p4p\2t f I ( log — )dtI1'«,
J NTW\ \Z   —   f | L.Jo\ t / \
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where a denotes  Lebesgue measure.  We  then  choose r(p)  small

enough so that

;(iog^y^iogiyái

for 0<t¿r<r(p). Hence,

*„(r) =  sup    f      log-j-r—r | p„(f) | ia(X) é ||p-||p(2irr)1'«l
«G«,  J Nr(.z) | z — f I

proving (1) and thereby (2).

The essential ideas of the above proof are due to Myskis [13], who

used them to establish a special case of the combination of Theorems

5 and 7. More recently, Frostman [9, pp. 92-93] has employed sim-

ilar techniques to obtain an equicontinuity theorem for the a-poten-

tials of M. Riesz.

In the light of the preceding results it seems natural to introduce as

norm the sum of the Lv norms of w and pw. Accordingly, we frame

Definition 1. Let J^f, for p>l, be the set of all 5-subharmonic

functions w on ß with mass distributions given by density functions

pw such that ||w||p + ||pK,||p< + co.

Clearly, jy is a linear space under pointwise addition and multipli-

cation by reals.  It becomes a normed linear space when we set

INI HMIp+IWIî- However,

(is) IMI = [(NI^' + dlp-H,)']1",
which defines the same topology, seems somewhat preferable in the

important case of p = 2, and we therefore agree to regard J/^f as the

normed linear space obtained using this norm.6

Collecting the information now available yields

Theorem 8. (1) If J is a bounded subset of jPf, the conclusions of

Theorem 1 hold. (2) If {wn} is a sequence converging in ¿Çf to a function

w in jFf, then {wn} converges to w uniformly on compact subsets of ß,

and the conclusions of Theorem 2 hold.

Both of these assertions are evident consequences of Theorems 6

and 7, coupled with the inequality

(3.4) | w(z) |   á Mr\\w\\ (w G-Cp, z G Or),

where

_ Mr = (irr2)'1" + (2irr)1-1".

6 The case of p = 2 for C" functions satisfying certain special boundary conditions

on regions Q admitting a Green's function has been studied by Aronszajn [2, p. 407].
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Theorem 9. £p is a separable, uniformly convex Banach space.

Proof. To show completeness, let \wn} be a Cauchy sequence in

/y. Then by (3.4), {wn} converges uniformly on compact subsets of

ß to a function w, which is obviously also the Lp limit of {wn} ■ More-

over, since {wn} is bounded in jQf, w is a continuous S-subharmonic

function.

Now, let mn and m be the mass distributions for wn and w, respec-

tively. In view of the vague convergence of {mn} to m, we have

I  fdm = lim   I  fdmn
J ff n->»   J „

where a is any closed disc lying in ß and/ is any continuous function

vanishing on the boundary of a. Also, the completeness of Lp ensures

that [pWn} converges in the Lp sense on ß to some function p. By the

resulting L1 convergence on a there follows

I  fpda = lim   I  fpwJa

so that

fpda.
j>-/.

The mass distribution for w is thus given by the density function p.

This implies that w is in jÇ? and is the strong limit of {wn}, establish-

ing completeness.

Separability and uniform convexity are immediate from the cor-

responding properties of Lp.

With the aid of the theory of distributions it is easy to show that

j£? is simply the completion of the space of all infinitely differentiable

functions <p on ß satisfying

/<
(\(b\p +  | Ad>\p)da < + °o.6

Theorem 10. The subspace consisting of all infinitely differentiable

functions of finite norm is dense in jÇj.

Proof. Let w be an arbitrary function in jFj, extended throughout

the plane so as to vanish outside ß. If ß is any infinitely differentiable

function having compact support, then the function ß * w formed by

' This leads at once to an explicit representation of the completion of the spaces

considered by Aronszajn in [2, p. 407].
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convolution is infinitely differentiable [17, p. 22] and satisfies

A* (ß *w) =ß * (A * w), where A denotes the generalized Laplacian of

Schwartz (see [17, pp. 14-15]). Hence,

p.    = ß*pm almost everywhere on £2.'

There remains but to take a sequence {ßn} of non-negative infinitely

differentiable functions having integrals equal to one and supports

converging uniformly to the origin, since it is evident [17, pp. 22-23]

that {ßn * w} converges to w in the metric of J^J.

The theory of the spaces JÇf should prove of interest in connection

with the equation

(3.5) 2irpw = \w,

where X is a given bounded measurable function on ß and we seek as

solutions 5-subharmonic functions w with mass distributions having

density pw. This, of course, generalizes the membrane equation

Aw + Xw = 0,

since any C" solution of the latter is a 5-subharmonic function whose

mass distribution is given by the density function —Aw/2tt. An im-

portant aspect of the study of the generalized equation is that when

w satisfies (3.5), the jÇf norm defines the same topology as the Lp

norm; in fact, if M is an upper bound for |X| on ß, then

\\w\\P z \\w\\ á [i + ̂ -J J  NU

Thus, the normal family properties of J^J spaces are available here

when the usual Lp norm (p>l) is used.

As has been pointed out by Aronszajn [l, p. 138], continuity of

the point functionals on a Hubert space of functions implies8 the

existence of a reproducing kernel—a fact which follows at once from

the Riesz representation theorem for continuous linear functionals.

It is thereby apparent from (3.4) that </¿2 admits a reproducing ker-

nel.

The classical function-theoretic approach to the reproducing ker-

nel, as developed by Bergman [ó] and others, is based on extremal

methods playing essentially the same role as the Riesz theorem.

These extremal methods, which of course depend on continuity of

7 An appropriate choice of ß yields results of Thompson [18] and Reade [15] on

the mass distributions for areal means of potentials.

•Actually, Aronszajn's theorem is that continuity of the point functionals is

equivalent to the existence of a reproducing kernel.
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the point functionals, have applications to certain interpolation prob-

lems and are of interest even when p9*2. For this reason we sketch

briefly a derivation of this sort, in the setting of «£2.

For any 2 in ß let Ez = {wEJÇ}: w(z) =1}. Obviously Ez is convex,

and (3.4) ensures that it is closed. Moreover, Ez is non-empty, inas-

much as it is an easy matter to find a C" function supported by an

arbitrary neighborhood of z and attaining the value 1 at z. There is

therefore a unique element wz of Ez having minimum norm.

The function wz so obtained has the properties (1) wz(z) = 1 and

(2) (wz, <p)=0 for all functions <j> in J^2 vanishing at z. Assertion (2) is

an immediate consequence of the minimality of wz, since two vectors

p, q of a Hubert space are orthogonal if and only if ||/>+Xg|| è||/>||

holds for all scalars X. Now, taking w as an arbitrary function in J^2

and setting <p = w(z)wz — w, we see that the function Kz defined by

wzr""RF

yields

w(z) = (Kz, w).

Hence, Kz is the reproducing kernel for j£f.

4. Further remarks. It has been shown by Montel [12, p. 38] that

the upper envelope of a normal family of continuous subharmonic

functions is itself a continuous subharmonic function. This suggests

the following question, which we leave unanswered. Is the upper en-

velope of the family J of Theorem 1 a 5-subharmonic function? (The

argument used by Montel proves that it is continuous.)

Let us consider now the family of elliptic equations

(4.1) Aw + \w = 0

obtained by fixing constants M>m>0 and taking X as an arbitrary

continuous function such that

m S X g M.

If 7 is the family of all solutions of equations (4.1) satisfying

(4.2) f [(grad w)2 + \w2]da = 1,
J a

then, as Bergman and Schiffer have proved [8, pp. 548-551 ] by means

of the kernel function, J is normal. We remark that the normality of

J is also a consequence of our results on j£f, and that normality per-
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sists when (4.2) is replaced by the Lp boundedness condition ||w||pá 1,

p>l.
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